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Major Rating Factors 

Strengths. 

Leading position as the largest [SiBIllie financial 
institution in Jordan and the country's fourth-largest 
hank in terms of assets. 
Good business resiliency to the current adverse 
economic conditions in Jordan. 
No reliance on wholesale financing  

Weaknesses: 

High geographic concentration in Jordan's fragile 
domestic economy and related credit risk notably to 
public-sector entries. 
Asset quality continuously constrained by 

unfavorable economic and political conditions. 
Adequate capitalization under S&P Global Ratings' 
methodology. with internal capital generadon 
hindered by high thvidend payout ratios. 

Outlook: Stable 

The stable outlook on Jordan Islamic Bank (JIB) mirrors our stable outlook on Jordan over the next 12 months. 

Any action on the sovereign would trigger a similar rating action on JIB. barring any material change in the banks 
stand-alone creditworthiness. This is because we do not rate financial institutions operating solely in Jordan above 
the foreign currency sovereign ratings, due to the direct and indirect effects sovereign distress would have on 
banks' operations. 

Although a remote scenario, we could lower our ratings on JIB if we saw increased macroeconomic pressures in 
Jordan due to the sharp economic contraction in Jordan associated with COVID-1.9, leading to a combined 
deterioration of the bank's asset quality and capitalization. 
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Rationale 

The starting point for our ratings on JIB is its 'bb- anchor, which we derive from our assessment of industry and 

economic risks in Jordan. Our ratings also reflects our view of JIBk adequate capitalization and solid market position 

as Jordan's Largest Islamic hank and its overall stable financial performance despite adverse economic conditions in 

Jordan At the same  his -  we factor in the expected matenal impact of the COV113-19 pandemic on the banles asset 

quality and its concentration in a small and volatile county 

Our assessment also reflects our anticipation that our risk-adjusted capital (FAQ ratio before achustrnents for the bank 

will stabilize above 7% by year-end 2022. This is coupled with a sound risk profile, with a nonperforming financing 

ratio below the sectoes average. That said we expect some deterioration as a result of the sharp GDR decline in 2020 

we anticipate that the cost-of-risk will surge to above 160 basis points (bps) from 30bps at yearend 2019. The 

banles high sovereign exposure is a negative rating factor, especially through the Jordanian publicly owned entity 

National Electric Power Company (NERCO). 

J1B's funding and liquidity are neutral factors for our ratings. Funding remains average. but borders the high end of the 

domestic average range JIB's very ample and granular depositor base mitigates limited funding alternatives and 

increased competition in the Jordanian domestic market. JIB has a liquid balance sheet, and it maintains the most of 

its excess funds at the Central Bank of Jordan. 

We therefore assess JIR's stand-alone credit profile (SACP) at bb-. 

The likelihood of extraordinary government or parent support from Al Baraka Group) currently has no impact on the 

rating owing to /ow sovereign ratings, which caps our ratings on the bank as well. This is despite our view that JIB is of 

high systemic importance in Jordan, whose support to its banking system we classify as uncertain. 

Anchonbb2 for banks operating in Jordan 

We use our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA) economic risk and industry risk scores to determine a 

banles anchor, the starting point in assigning an issuer credit rating. Jordan Islamic Bank has its operations mainly in 

Jordan The anchor for banks operating only in domino 

The banks face an economic recession in 2020. with GDP declining by about 4.5%. In addition, low oil prices and the 

COVID-lo outbreak have debilitated macroeconomic activity in the Gulf Cooperation Council and reduced remittance 

and investment inflows to Jordan. The longer and deeper the economic contraction, the more it could impair 

Jordanian banks' asset quality, increase credit losses, reduce business and revenue generation, and potentially erode 

capital The towism, transportation, and trade sectors in particular will come under significant pressure from the 

pandemic. We expect the contraction in domestic economy will result in systemwide nonperfonning loans reaching 

8% and a spike in credit losses at about 200 basis points in 2020-2021. 

We expect banks' profitability will reduce after the Jordan Central Bank's 150bps cuts to interest rates, mirroring those 

of the US. Federal Reserve, mid because of the sharp reduction in economic activity in 2020. At the same time, we see 

moderate overcapacity in Jordan's banldng system, with little consolidation and intense competition to attract new 
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deposits, especially for low-tier banks, leading to potential imbalances in the funding profile of Jordanian banks. That 

said, Jordan's conservative and effective banking regulations play an important role in supporting banks credit 

profiles, In our view. We will likely maintain this view over the long term lithe Central Bank ofJordan (CB!) continues 

to improve the system's sophistication In addition , we believe that the deposit base will remain resilient, despite the 

security environment's ongoing instability. and that banks' liquiditywill remain comfortable with a high proportion of 

liquid assets,. especially cash and Jordanian government SeCIMOeS. 

Table I 

.10rdan I 

(Bmi Jon) 10200r 2019 20 IS 2017 2016 
Abusled assets 

rammer firearall.2 

AiMmed common equIry 45 09 410.7 410 395,3 354.3 

Moomom revenues 852 I13.0 lett 2 154.1 150.4 

Nonprofit expenses 

Core earnings 273 545 992 54.1 54.0 

boata to Mame 3o. 
.r0Dmporeanian dinar.  

Business positioni Leading position as Jordan% largest Islamic financier and third-largest bank 

Our assessment of .118's business position balances the banks solid domestic franchise across most business hues in 

Jordan with the limited growth potential considering its focus on Jordan and the impact of COVID-19 on demand for 

new financing. 

JIB has a long track record and a well-established position as the largest domestic Islamic bank with a 10%43% 

market share in ?mincing and deposits on Dec. 31, 2019. The bank has displayed stable market shares since 2012 M 

both financings and deposits. On the downside. revenue diversification is limited JIB derives 97.3% of its revenue 

from Jordan. 

We anticipate the hank will Onance cautiously going forward and expect muted new financing due to deteriorating 

economic conditions 

The bank has a simple business modelAt fLuMs itself predominantly by locally raised customer deposits. While 

generating the hulk Of its earnings from Its retail [bents. 

Table 2 

2020* 2010 2018 2017 2010 
Total revenues from blIfinessrme (CallenCyb maim.) 

Commocial bathagetani revenues fmMbusineas Ithe 

Reim' hadong/letalminues from bUSInts¢ line 

Communal &Atka banking/rotalitVErmea from businedShle 	05 	87 	9213 	025 	N/A 
Tnalbg aid sales ineerneboral revenues from business Ate 
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Jordan Islamic Bask 

Table 2 

202518  2019 20111 2017 20151 
Oskar revennesittotal revenues from businou bIle 	 0.4 	0.4 	t 	C. 1 	'00 .0 
Data an Cum la. N/A—Not appLcable 

Capital and earnings: Good earnings generation underpins a stable capital position 

On Dec 3% 2019. our RAC ratio (before adjustments) for JIB stood at an estimated 7.3‘ We forecast that the RAC 

tato will reduce but remain slightly above 7.0% over 2020-2022. Our forecast takes into account JIB 's sound 
profitability (see than 11., already high coverage, and better asset quality, which world lead to lower provisioning 

throughout the crisis compared with peers. In addatioo. revenue stability through the cycle also stems from JIB's high 

exposure to public-sector entities. which represent about 2.1.x .11E's total adjusted capital. The common equity net 

ratio (CETI) stands at 24% in 2019, comfortably above the regulatory minimum of 12.5% Our assessment is also 

supported by the high quality of RR's capital with no hybild instnunents. 

Chart I 

Jordan Islamic Bank Adequate Profitability Compared To Peers 

AnparlWata 	Jordan 	Sharjah 	Arab Bank 	Banqua 	Albaraka 	Arab 
Islamic Bank Islamic Bank 	Group 	cantrale 	du* 	Tunisian 

PapUlare 	 Bank 

Betake. San Gleba! Rulings 
cepwight 02020 by Standard & Paces Faxingal SendOeS LW. Au rights reserved 

That said, despite the impact of CC/CID-19, we expect JIB will continue to achieve double-digit return on average 

common equity in the medium tenn. We also note that structural factors such as lower interest rates following the cuts 

in the policy rate, and still-competition within the corporate and household segments could constrain the bangs 
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mamas and profitability 

In &dation, we anticipate the following over the next 12-24 months; 

Moderate financing growth for 2020 coupled with margin compression will result in net profit income to decline by 

1.03-2072 in 2020. We anticipate a moderate rebound in 2021-2022. 

We expect the cost of risk will increase to 40-170bps in 2020 and 2021. from 65bps on average over he past four 

years. We recognized however. that there is great uncertainty relafing to credit foss levels for the coming two years. 

We expect the cost efficiency ratio will remain close to 50% because the bank continues to invest in its digital 
infrastructure. 

Our projections include dividend payment in 2020 since they have only been postponed to 2021 following a Central 

BanICs request and not cancelled. 

Table 3 

2.020* 2019 2016 2017 2016 

Aro I vapid! MUD 

S&P Global Ratng/ RAC rano after diversification 	 2.4 	N/A 

Musted epmmon ewEtyltotal acljUSted capital 

NE. Nofit mcome/opevalAg revenues 	 76.5 

Fee Inecvne/oparatog revenues 

Malkiet-tealaithe income/operalang revenues 	 10.3 	7.01 I 

Nonprofit expossm/opeTating revenues 

r'apro'elne openling income/average meta 

Core eanthos/average moogol assets 

Table 4 

	

!enrage Basal III 	S&P mobil 	Avaraga S&P Global 
IBM SOD) 	 Bapvinn* 	RNA 	 AWN 	Rafts. MA 	Ratings RW  

Credit SO 

Governmon & mord Ilan.b 	 OA 

Of willed reponal govcovneneD and 	 Os 
local avtkonLes 

lasted/Dons and CCPs 	 49.3 
Corpovate 	 0.0 

RENA 	 1.638.7 

Of AAA, =Nada 	 00 	 215 
Securievation§ 

5the/ asvet51 	 25e5 
Total coda oak 	 I 4E19 5. 
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rabic 4 

Toth o-  echl valuarlot adjuatineat 

Market Risk 

&pair lc the bula book 	 OP 
Taal bc oit mast risk 	 0.3 

Shall nualet risk 

°Petal:IDLY Ask 

Total opal-atonal tisk 

IanlItt Avenge Paael 	SR& Global 	% °IMP Global 
Expel-Ina 
	

ItIV (%) 	Patina  EWA 	Ratings AWA 

Divertification adjustaxtrita 

RWA before Pversilicallen 	 5.8735 	 00.01 
natal Divemacatiord 	 Isse 
Comentrathen Apusenentt 

FM after tiverstattabon 

The I 	 Total Spieled 	S&P Gleba. Ratings 
capital 	Ts I ratio (%) 	Capital 	PAC ratio (Y) 

Capital ratio 
Capital rapt palate a:pastille= 

Capital:atm after aputollell04 

vexposate at default aSeCtuilizationeapoture =lades the stealtron tranches deducted ham capital in the regulatory LamtWork }Espana* 
taxi S&P Global Ratings' risk0mighttal auela for wally in the banking bock include =may equity battings In financial institutions. 
tAlattatellts to Tier I nitio are edditiocal regulatory niqultemecta ie traosificnal now or Paul tald-onsi.RWA-Pitk :Jr aunt& 
RW-Pialt weight lita0-Pickat4ustel. =pal JOD-Jardanian Dinar Sturm Company data as alDec31201p 5aP Global Cahn& 

Risk position: Sizable public-sector exposure makes asset quality move in tandem with Jordan's 
economic and political conditions 
Our assessment of JIBP risk position reflects the bank's lack of geographic diversification and presence in a 

concentrated market. This risk is not Sway captured by our capital assessment, in our view, and might become more 

apparent as the COVID-19 pandemic bites, 

Additionally, Jordan's public-sector finances have been under significant pressure due to the regional economic and 

political instability, notably the continued influx of refugees that is weighing on government trances. Similarly, 

lower-than-expected tax revenue has contributed to the negative trajectory of Jordan's public-sector finances. We 

consider that these challenges weigh adversely on !1ST financial profile, given the banks material and increasing 

exposure to Jordan's public sector. 

JIB's financing portfolio is rainy diversified across sectors, reflecting that of the Jordanian economy (see chart. 2). The 

bank has histoncally had a strong retail franchise, which has been built up thanks to its leading position in the Islamic 

banldng business We believe there is some inhein t stability in asset quality due to Jig's high exposure to the 

government representing about 30% of total exposures Additionally JIBT private sector financing book has 

historically shown good granularity and It has limited exposure toward sectors most impacted by the COVID-19 
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pandemic. like totmsm and transportalion..110's business positioning enabl 	cherry pick customers; and it had a 
consistent record of better asset quality metrics than domestic peers . 

Chart 

JIBIa Financing Portfolio Breakdown 

and mall 

(2%) 
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Gal 

Soca JIB awed repro 

Real estate and construction represents 13.3% of the total financing book in June 2020, of which most is residential. 

This is in addition to ljarah Montalto Binamleek financing (slightly above 20% of the book) that mostly reLates to 

housing. We do not expect the recession will lead to a correction in real estate prices. because residenttal housing 

investment is mostly nonspecodative. with prices being flat for several rare. 

JIB has entered the recession with a relatively clean balance sheet—its reported nonperforming financings (NPFs) 

stood at 4% as of year-end 2019, but International Financial Reporting Standards 9 stage 3 financings reached 5.2% of 

its customer financings on the same date. and 4.73 at June-end 2020. We expect the latter could reach up to 700 in the 

next 18-24 months, with coverage falling below 60%. 

About 8% °thanks assets are denominated in foreign currency But, foreign-exchange risks are limited as the bank 

doesn't carry an open position, and the Jordanian dinar is pegged to the US. dollar. 
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Table 

1141 	 2020* 1019 2010 2017 2018 
Growth m financrogs 

Total diverosacciren riBustmentIS&P Global Bakke RWAbefore diversolkabon 	N/A 102 a 230.4 203.3 N/A 
Taal revmagetl assets/adjusted common equAY  04.1  
New Nuorrougo leas prat ona/averagethlanclubn 
Net chusernaraverage =korner imancrngs 

Gross nonperfarnung assebs/ourtorner leans • other real estate owned 

Lean loss rewrves/gross nonpelonning assets 

`Data as of lune 30 N/A-Not apphoakle. 

Funding and liquidity: Fully funded with core customer deposits 
Our view &trading and liquidity is neutrino the railings. JIB is wholly Itmcled by highly granular customer deposits 

hie ratio of net financing to core customer deposits stands at a low 77% and we calculated the banks stable funding 

deposits ratio at a healthy 121% as of June-end, 2020. which compares favorably with peers that of (see chart 3). 

Finally JIB does not display any marked assets-liabilities mismatch 

Chart 3 

Jordan Islamic Bank Compares Favorably With Peers In Terms 01 Metrics As Of 
Year-End 2019 

rillallellIg Ia deparal 
WIN 

kfliall Islamic Bank 

Slable funding ratio 

0% 	20% 	40% 	60% 	50% 	100% 	120% 	140% 

Source. SAP Global Reding% Pests are shajah Islomac Bank Albramvala Bank, Banque Cedrale Propel.s, 
Abaraka Turk Arab Bank Group. and Arab Tunisian Bank 
Copynqh1 N2020 by Sbandard & Pools Brand,' Senttras LLC Vac manned 

High amount of cash balances held at the central bank demonstrates the banks liquidity position. As an Islamic bank 

JIB's options to park excess liquidity are limited given reguiatory limits on foreign investments. Consequently, the ratio 
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of broad liquid assets to shell-term wholesale funding was 23.3x as ofJune 2020. We expect limited sukuk issuances in 

the coming years, which could ease the banks asset and Lability management. However, there is limited need for such 

issuances owing to moderate financing growth due to the current economic recession. Excess liquidity will continue to 
be mainly channeled into government-guaranteed financing or placement at the central bank This last investment 
option hampers the bank's profitability because ofthe zero-reward central bank placement. 

Table 6 

(%) 	 2.01139  1010 2ote 1017 2016 
Core depositaawidag base 

Customer ananongs Retyauterendsposaa 	ale76.1 
Lang-term faaing Rao 

Stable Raling nab 

Shwatenn 9.99393.916 Itualing/funsbas: base 	 1.0 	0.1 	0.2 	al 	0.2 
Broad Lasse assets /shoRterts wholesale fundalg 00 

520 	 54.2 
5heratennwh8esa1a furallagnotal wholesale tnding 	968 	10.4 	20.1 	IBA 	30.7 
Nanowlasaslaasets/39nomili whalszale asadmg 

Support: No uplift to the SACP 

We view JIB as a highly systemically important bank in Jordan and moderately strategic for parent Al Barka 

Group (ABG). Despite its importance. our assessment of the likelihood of eirtraoniinary government or parent support 

currently have no impact on the ratings on the bang given that the banks SAC? is above the sovereign ratings and the 

long-term rating on JIB is capped by the sovereign long-term rano& Furthermore. we assess the government's ability 

to support banks as uncertain. Despite a track record of willingness to provide guarantees and liquidity if needed. we 

believe that 	government's ability to provide emergency liquidity is constrained by its limited fiscal flexibility. 

With regards toils parent. JIB accounted for 28% of ABG's consolidated TAC as of Dec. 31. 2019, and we consider it 

to be moderately snategic to its parent group While we acknowledge ABG's strong commitment toward its Sabsidiary 

we have see no clear indication that ABG will support JIB in all scenarios. 

Related Criteria 

General Criteria: Group Rating Methodology, July 1,2019 

Criteria I Financial Institutions I General: Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Methodology. July 20, 2017 

General Criteria: Methodology For Linldng Long-Tern' And Short-Term Ratings, April 7.2017 

General Criteria: Ratings Above The Sovereign—Corporate And Government Ratings: Methodology And 
Assumptions, Nov. 19. 1013 

Criteria I Financial Institutions I Banks: Quantitative Metrics For Rating Banks Globally Methodology And 
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